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creating an education for change makers. 

We’re here to surround you with rich 
opportunities and help you get that much 
closer to lifelong goals — and unexpected 
achievements too!

The University of Alberta acknowledges that we are located on 
Treaty 6 territory, and respects the histories, languages, and cultures 
of First Nations, Métis, Inuit, and all First Peoples of Canada, whose 
presence continues to enrich our vibrant community.

Terr i tor ia l  Acknowledgement

When you choose the Faculty  
of Arts, you choose to be the catalyst 
for change. You choose to dive deep 
into the hearts and minds of people 
past and present, near and far, to 
build a stronger society and to  
create a better world.

Established in 1908 as one of the 
University of Alberta’s founding 
faculties, the Faculty of Arts now 
boasts one of the most diverse 
faculties in Canada. We offer top 
quality programs in the social 
sciences, humanities and fine arts.

When you become a student at the  
U of A, you are joining one of the very 
best universities in the country — and 
one of the top 100 in the entire world!  

8 3M TEACHING  
EXCELLENCE AWARDS 

16 DEPARTMENTS

13 CENTRES + INSTITUTES

60+ UNDERGRADUATE 
PROGRAMS

45+ GRADUATE PROGRAMS

ALMOST 900
DISTINCT COURSES

TOP 5 
UNIVERSITY IN CANADA

11 SUBJECTS
TOP 150 

QS WORLD UNIVERSITY RANKINGS

IN  
THEWE ARE
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OVER $1.7M 
IN AWARD FUNDING  
FOR UNDERGRADUATES 
IN 2022

THE FACULTY OF 

ARTS
300+ 
STUDENTS STUDY 
ABROAD ANNUALLY

240+  
UNDERGRADUATES  
ENROLL IN WORK  
EXPERIENCE ANNUALLY

BY THE NUMBERS
Our People

• 700+ faculty members and 
academic teaching staff

• 104 staff
• 7,000+ undergraduates
• 700+ grad students 
• 1 in 5 Arts undergraduates  

are international students
• 50,000+ alumni
• 325 undergraduate Indigenous 

students

Experiential Learning
• 300+ students  

study abroad annually
• 1,500+ students  

complete community  
service-learning projects

• 100 students study at our  
school in Cortona annually

• 60,000+ hours worked by  
work experience students

• 240+ undergraduate students 
enroll in work experience annually

A Degree Your Way
As part of a large research institution, 
degree programs in the Faculty of 
Arts ensures students are exposed 
to a broad range of educational 
experiences — from exemplary 
classroom and online instruction 
to community and global-based 
learning opportunities. Students can 
align their interests and create their 
own path with customizable degrees, 
taking one or more majors, multiple 
minors and certificates.

Teaching and Research 
Excellence 
Faculty members bring their latest 
research into the classroom. After 
all, research in the social sciences, 
humanities and fine arts is essential 
to the advancement of our society 
— innovation is key to success! We 
can better understand the world we 
live in and find the tools to improve it. 
Arts is keeping pace with changing 
technologies and contributes to the 
well-being of our city, our province 
and our world.
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LIFE IN

ARTS 16 DIVERSE DEPARTMENTS  
REPRESENT 60+ AREAS OF FOCUS

DIRECT ENTRY INTO HONORS 

THE ORGANIZATION FOR 
ARTS STUDENTS AND 
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
(OASIS) IS OUR THRIVING 
STUDENT GROUP

ARTS WORK EXPERIENCE 
(AWE) OFFERS PAID WORK 
OPPORTUNITIES

Learn more about what you  
can study uab.ca/artsprograms

ARTS INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY
Our faculty is diverse, with a strong commitment to Indigenous students,  
research, teaching and learning, community engagement and language 
revitalization. Arts supports Indigenous initiatives and is dedicated to 
hiring and featuring Indigenous scholars — several scholars who identify as 
Indigenous are in our departments.

The University of Alberta has more than 1,800 Indigenous students, with 
more than 300 in our faculty. Arts has the second largest Indigenous student 
community on campus!

Designated Space for  
Arts Indigenous Students
4-65 Humanities Centre is a student 
space dedicated to the arts  
Indigenous community. Meet 
with friends, have lunch or read a 
book — it’s a cozy, welcoming spot 
for Indigenous students to relax 
between classes.

Indigenous Recruitment and 
Engagement Specialist
Our faculty has a dedicated support 
person for Arts Indigenous students 
to help ease the transition to 
university, provide academic advising 
and host engagement activities. 
The Indigenous Recruitment and 
Engagement Specialist is a unique 
position within the Faculty of Arts 
Undergraduate Student Services 
office and can help deliver valuable 
resources to students across campus.

THE ORGANIZATION  
FOR ARTS  
STUDENTS AND  
INTERDISCIPLINARY 
STUDIES (OASIS)
arts-oasis.com

OASIS is the student representative 
body within the Faculty of Arts, made 
up entirely of undergraduate students 
within the faculty. We ensure arts 
students’ voices are heard on all 
levels of university governance 
and offer programs, events, and 
services that make life on campus 
more enjoyable and accessible for 
everyone. 

• Established in 2014
• 7,000+ undergraduate students
• Fosters Arts pride
• Creates an inclusive and 

welcoming community 
• Provides services to enhance 

students’ time in the Faculty  
of Arts

HUSSAIN 
BA - POLITICAL SCIENCE (HONORS) 
2023/24 OASIS PRESIDENT

Hussain is a bilingual (English and 
Arabic) second-year Honors Political 
Science student beginning his thesis 
on the inequities in education and 
employment for individuals with 
disabilities. Hussain has cerebral 
palsy and creates and hosts an annual 
Cerebral Palsy Awareness Conference 
to inform and share a different 
perspective. Hussain loves playing 
and watching hockey (go Oilers!) and 
enjoying theatre performances.

Coming into university, I knew I  
wanted to use my education to  
create positive change through 
improving the lives of individuals with 
disabilities. Studying political science 
at the U of A has been  
nothing short of rewarding. It is  
providing me with the knowledge  
and expertise I will need to fight for 
equity and opportunity in a society 
that excludes physically and  
neurologically unique individuals.  
If I could give one piece of advice  
to anyone looking to pursue post- 
secondary education, it would be  
to choose something you truly want 
to do. Things might seem difficult, but 
the one who perseveres is the one 
who succeeds. You can do it!” Have a Question?  Email  arts.indigenous@ualberta.ca 
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WANIZA 
BA - CRIMINOLOGY

My overall fear coming out of high 
school was my practicum in Program 
Evaluations with the Justice and 
Solicitor General that I completed 
just this semester. Going into this 
practicum was nerve-racking as  
I had no prior experience and  
there’s only so much one can learn 
within a classroom setting. But, it 
allowed me to apply my classroom 
knowledge and theories to real-world 
experiences and further develop my 
qualitative research and interviewing 
skills. Working one-on-one with 
clients navigating the legal system 
and hearing their stories first-hand 
was a valuable opportunity for me 
as it opened doors to a deeper un-
derstanding of how inequality plays 
a factor in navigating the complex 

legal system. Overall, my  
practicum experience allowed me  
to understand how important it is 
to be empathetic. If I could give one 
piece of advice to others: make use 
of any work experience, internship,  
or practicum opportunity that  
comes your way!”

Waniza is a fourth-year Arts student 
pursuing a Criminology degree in the 
field-placement stream. She is also 
working towards a certificate in Applied 
Social Science Research. Outside of 
her studies, Waniza likes to experiment 
with film photography and is a huge 
foodie and loves trying new places 
around the city.

SOCIAL SCIENCES
Welcome to the study or science 
of the institutions and functions of 
human society, and the interpersonal 
relationships of individuals as 
members of society. Courses 
explore politics, economics, social 
interactions, psychology and more.

FINE ARTS
Delve into the visual and performing 
arts with programs and courses that 
explore studies in design, acting, 
printmaking, music and more. 

HUMANITIES 
This discipline is about exploring 
human-constructed concepts — 
language, philosophy and religion 
— and how people process and 
document the human experience, 
society, culture and language. 
Courses look at everything from 
the ancient world to the modern 
representation of human culture 
through film.

PROGRAMS 
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ANTHROPOLOGY
Anthropologists seek to understand the human condition by investigating 
biological, cultural, and linguistic diversity in populations. Anthropology 
provides perspectives on our origins, the immediacy of our lived experiences, 
global challenges and what kind of futures we face.

Our vibrant department has expertise in the four major subfields of the 
discipline of anthropology: archeological, biological, linguistic and cultural 
anthropology. Faculty members have deep knowledge in a range of societies 
and cultures, both past and present, including First Nations and Métis.

Course Examples
• Introduction to Archaeology
• World Prehistory

• Anthropology of Food
• Forensic Anthropology

ECONOMICS
Economics is a social science that studies businesses, markets, governments, 
consumers, workers and all components that make up an economy. Economists 
research, analyze and interpret information as well as offer ideas for solutions 
and effective policies that contribute to a society’s well-being. Economics 
uses a well defined method of analysis, in conjunction with mathematics and 
statistics, to help make decisions in business and public affairs.

Course Examples
• International Economics
• Industrial Organization
• Money and Banking

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY
Human geography focuses on the relationships between human societies 
and their built and natural environments. Students learn about topics of real 
world concern and are challenged to think about how individuals, households, 
institutions and communities interact with and experience environments. Our 
professors have a wide range of interests —including cities, communities, 
hazards, housing, resources and sustainability. Their research takes them to all  
corners of Canada, and many other regions of the world.

Course Examples
• Cities and Urbanism
• Human Dimensions of Environmental Change
• Professional Planning Practice and Ethics

SOCIAL SCIENCES

CAREERS
ECONOMIST

FINANCIAL ANALYST

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT

CAREERS
RESEARCH ANALYST

PROJECT MANAGER

SUSTAINABILITY COORDINATOR

CAREERS
ARCHAEOLOGIST

FORENSIC SCIENTIST

MUSEUM CURATOR
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LINGUISTICS
We offer comprehensive coverage of all major areas of linguistics, with the 
department actively involved in a wide range of data driven linguistic research. 
Our focus is the empirical study of language through observation, fieldwork, 
and experimentation, with many labs and research groups in areas spanning 
language technology, phonetics, comparative psycholinguistics, language 
acquisition and language documentation.

Course Examples
• Sociolinguistics
• Endangered Languages
• Psycholinguistics

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Political science is the study of power and governance. Where is it exercised? 
What happens when power is misused? How do we use power for good? 
Students are challenged to think broadly about the many different faces of 
power and the responsibilities of an engaged citizenship. Our classes equip 
students with knowledge and skills to address social problems in Canada and 
around the world. Students can also choose to minor in international studies.

Course Examples
• Ethnicity, Immigration and  

Social Policy
• Media and Politics in Canada
• Politics of Gender

PLANNING
Professional planners envision how cities, towns, and regions should develop 
in the future. They want built environments in rural and urban areas to develop 
in ways that promote sustainability, prosperity and a better quality of life for 
all. Our students get to engage with planning issues both inside and outside of 
the classroom, thanks to a dedicated planning studio space, a state-of-the-art 
digital imaging facility and co-op opportunities.

Course Examples
• Health, Space and Place
• Natural Resource &  

Environmental Management
• Land Use Planning and Policy

PSYCHOLOGY
Psychology is the scientific study of the brain and behaviour. Psychologists 
explore phenomena such as cognition, behaviour, emotion, language, learning, 
memory, development, and brain-behaviour relations, and many others. 
From that very first psychology course, students will be pulled into a world of 
fascinating and engaging topics. Our general courses build a strong foundation 
in the field and our diverse course offerings allow students to pursue areas 
they’re most passionate about.

Course Examples
• Developmental Psychology
• Abnormal Psychology
• Adolescent Development

SOCIAL SCIENCES (CONTINUED)

CAREERS
URBAN PLANNER

URBAN DESIGNER

PROJECT MANAGER

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT

CAREERS
PSYCHOLOGIST

ADDICTIONS COUNSELLOR

MARKET RESEARCH ANALYST

HUMAN RESOURCE COORDINATOR

CAREERS
POLITICAL AIDE

POLLSTER

LOBBYIST

DIPLOMAT

POLICY ANALYST

CAREERS
SPEECH LANGUAGE PATHOLOGIST

EDITOR

ESL INSTRUCTOR
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SOCIOLOGY
Sociology is the study of the social aspects of human existence. How do social 
forces shape various identities, relations, and practices? Students work with 
leading scholars and outstanding teachers to learn about multiple interrelated 
facets of social life including gender and sexuality, families and communities, 
health and disability, race and racism, globalization and colonization, work and 
organizations, and natural and built environments. Students build knowledge 
and skills in research methods and social theory.

Course Examples
• Population and Society
• Social Movement
• Sociology of Youth

CRIMINOLOGY
Criminology critically examines relations of power — exploring how patterns 
of structural inequality influence who and what are labeled criminal and with 
what consequences. It informs decisions around processes of making laws, 
reintegrating offenders, building communities, developing sound policies 
and critically engaging with information about crime and punishment. Our 
experiential learning allows students to apply and extend their knowledge with 
real world situations.

Course Examples
• Youth, Crime and Society
• Criminal Justice  

Administration in Canada
• Deviance and Conformity

WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES
Are you ready to ask big questions about the way that gender impacts how 
we think, how we live, and how we understand ourselves and others? Within 
Women’s and Gender Studies (WGS) we place emphasis on the ways gender, 
indigeneity, race, class, age, sexuality, ability, and size work together. We are 
a hub for feminism, social justice studies and engaged citizenship at the 
University of Alberta.

Course Examples
• Representations of  

Girls and Women
• Feminism and Popular Culture
• Feminism and Sexuality

SOCIAL SCIENCES (CONTINUED)

CAREERS
HUMAN RIGHTS OFFICER 

COMMUNITY  
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER

POLICY ANALYST

CAREERS
COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
COORDINATOR

HUMAN RIGHTS OFFICER

CRIME ANALYST

CAREERS
SECURITY  
INTELLIGENCE OFFICER

VICTIM ADVOCATE

POLICE OFFICER
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CLASSICS
Our students dive into diverse and innovative courses from award-winning 
teachers and researchers. Together they explore the Ancient Mediterranean 
world through Greek and Roman history, art and architecture, archaeology, 
science and technology, myth and religion, philosophy, women’s studies, and 
literature. We offer Ancient Greek and Latin language courses at all levels, as 
well as field school opportunities.

Course Examples
• Warfare in Greco-Roman Antiquity
• Greek & Roman Mythology
• Women, Gender and Sexuality  

in the Ancient World

ENGLISH / WRITING STUDIES
Instead of reciting facts — discover, think and see in new ways! Students have 
access to internationally renowned professors and take courses spanning 
cultures, histories and perspectives. You can study Renaissance, Victorian, 
Canadian, Indigenous and children’s literature. Additional studies include 
popular culture, creative writing, film studies, new media and writing studies.

Course Examples
• Literature and the Environment
• Indigenous Literature
• Popular Culture

FILM STUDIES
Ready to understand the vast and complex media landscape of the 21st 
century? Students will develop a theoretical and historical perspective on 
the evolution of film and understand moving images as a medium of self 
expression and a carrier of cultural values. Our award-winning faculty bring 
expertise in many different cinematic styles and traditions from around the 
world, allowing students to explore genres that interest them most.

Course Examples
• Television from broadcasting  

to screen cultures
• Film and Technology
• Monsters, Slashers and Ghosts

EAST ASIAN STUDIES
As the only university department between Toronto and Vancouver devoted 
solely to the study of East Asia, we allow our students to build a solid 
foundation for a career involving this exciting and economically vigorous part 
of the world. Our department offers undergraduate and graduate programs in 
Chinese, Korean and Japanese language, linguistics, and literature. We also 
offer a range of courses on the histories, cultures, and religions of East Asia.

Course Examples
• Understanding East Asia
• East Asian Religions
• Interculturalism and  

East Asian Music

HUMANITIES

CAREERS
PUBLIC POLICY ADVISOR

FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICER

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION 
SPECIALIST

CAREERS
JOURNALIST

WRITER

ARCHIVIST

MUSEUM CURATOR

CAREERS
JOURNALIST

LIBRARIAN

COPYWRITER

AUTHOR

CAREERS
MULTIMEDIA DEVELOPMENT

MEDIA RELATIONS

MARKETING

FILMMAKER

HISTORY
Our diverse and innovative courses, led by award-winning teachers and 
researchers, consider peoples, conflicts, experiences and ideas from across 
the world — from ancient times to the present. We examine topics ranging from 
religious to environmental history, intellectual to gender history, the history of 
colonialism to economic history, and more. 

Course Examples
• War, Revolution and Society
• Pre-Confederation Canada
• Video Games, History and Storytelling

CAREERS
JOURNALIST

ARCHIVIST

FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICER
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PHILOSOPHY
Philosophy is the critical study of ideas, experiences, and meaning.  
Philosophy is devoted to rational inquiry itself, rather than memorizing  
facts and received theories. Whether your inclinations are those of a 
mathematician, poet, scholar, or an activist, there is certain to be an area 
of philosophy that will grab your interest. Along the way, philosophy majors 
acquire a unique skill set and are exposed to national and international 
conferences that are hosted at the University of Alberta.

Course Examples
• Philosophy of Mind
• Risk, Choice and Rationality
• Ethics and Artificial Intelligence

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
What is religion? How has it functioned in societies past and present? How do 
religious groups answer the enduring questions of human existence? We ask 
these questions and more as we take on the critical study of religious beliefs, 
practices, texts, institutions, and communities — with an interdisciplinary,  
non-religious and often comparative approach.

Course Examples
• Introduction to Buddhism
• The Qur’an
• Women in World Religions

HUMANITIES (CONTINUED)

CAREERS
EDITOR 

POLITICIAN

LAWYER

CAREERS
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR

JOURNALIST

SOCIAL WORKER

MODERN LANGUAGES &  
CULTURAL STUDIES (MLCS)
Today’s students will be the leaders of tomorrow’s increasingly multicultural 
societies. MLCS helps students develop critical thinking in cross-cultural 
perspectives and hone their oral and written communication skills.  
Our award winning teachers and small classes offer individual attention  
and an in-depth language-learning experience where students discover  
how language, literature, and cultures are interconnected.

Course Examples
• Video Games Across Cultures
• Cultural Representations, World 

Media and Ethic
• Folklore and the Internet

CAREERS
FOREIGN SERVICE

TRANSLATION

JOURNALIST

We Offer Courses In:*
• American Sign 

Language (ASL)
• Arabic
• French
• German
• Italian

• Norwegian
• Polish
• Russian
• Swedish
• Spanish
• Ukrainian

 * We also offer courses in comparative literature, scandinavian studies,  
    and cultural studies (under the abbreviation MLCS).

MEDIA STUDIES
Learn how to navigate, analyze and critically evaluate today’s global media 
landscape. The core media studies courses introduce students to media 
theories and the history of various media — from Gutenberg’s printing press 
to Zuckerberg’s Facebook empire; from computer gaming and reality TV to 
fake news on Instagram. Topics also include the cultural, political and social 
contexts within which producers and users operate.

Course Examples
• Understanding Video Games
• Comics, Memes and Tattoos
• Contemporary Media Culture

CAREERS
SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER

PUBLICIST

GAME DESIGNER

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY & SOCIETY
We explore the role and impact of scientific and technological developments 
on human societies of past, present and future. Our program helps you to think 
critically about how social, political, and cultural values affect technological 
innovation and scientific research, and how research and innovations affect 
human life.

Course Examples
• Philosophy of Science
• Gender and Science
• Science Fiction Film

CAREERS
MUSEUM CURATOR 

 POLICY ANALYST

JOURNALIST

BA ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Environmental studies focuses on the human and social dimensions of 
environmental issues using an interdisciplinary approach. You’ll get a  
uniquely nuanced understanding of environmental issues through our  
explicitly interdisciplinary approach, combining theories and practices from 
different disciplines including environmental history, politics, philosophy, and 
sociology. Students have the opportunity to align their coursework with the 
area of environmental studies that they are most interested in, and prepare 
themselves to be leaders of an environmentally sustainable future.

Course Examples
• The Plate, the Planet and Society 
• Sustainable Development and 

Environmental Management
• Introduction to Global Change 

CAREERS
POLICY ANALYST

SUSTAINABILITY COORDINATOR

COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
MANAGER
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ART & DESIGN
The Department of Art & Design is devoted to the practice, history and theory 
of the visual arts and design. Made up of  three divisions — Design Studies, 
Fine Arts, and the History of Art, Design and Visual Culture — our department’s 
award-winning faculty and staff provide students with one of the best 
university educations available in North America.

Programs
• Bachelor of Arts (BA)

• Major/minor in Art & Design  
or History of Art, Design  
and Visual Culture

• Bachelor of Arts (HONORS)
• History of Art, Design  

and Visual Culture
• Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA) in  

Art & Design (portfolio required)
• Four Studio Disciplines:

• Painting, 
• Printmaking, 
• Sculpture, 
• Drawing/Intermedia

• Bachelor of Design (BDES) 
(portfolio required)

• Visual Communication Design 
and/or Industrial Design

• Four Routes Of Focus Available: 

• Business/Marketing,
• Engineering,
• Social Sciences,
• General Route

DRAMA
Our drama department is a leader in Canadian theatre, recognized as one 
of the foremost theatre programs in Canada and home to a roster of expert 
faculty members with extensive professional credentials. Our Timms Centre 
is considered among the top five professional theatre training facilities in 
North America. Studio Theatre in The Timms Centre features the graduating 
BFA acting class ensemble in four shows over the year, representing 
the culmination of their training. Students from the technical and stage 
management programs work on all six plays, benefitting from the exceptional 
teaching opportunities the season provides.

Programs
• Bachelor of Arts (BA)

• Major/minor in Drama
• Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA)

• Production (direct entry) or 
Acting (non-direct entry)

• audition, interview or  
portfolio required

• Bachelor of Arts (HONORS)
• Drama

• Bachelor of Arts (Drama) / 
Bachelor of Education (Secondary)

FINE ARTS

CAREERS
PLAYWRIGHT

STAGE MANAGER

THEATRE DESIGNER

ACTOR

CAREERS
DESIGNER

CURATOR

ARTS ADMINISTRATOR

ART HISTORIAN

STUDIO ARTIST
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MUSIC
Music covers a range of fields: the academic fields, including music history, 
music theory and world music studies; and the performance fields, mostly in 
classical music but also selectively in new music. We also offer courses to non-
music students in music appreciation, basic theory and popular music history.

Programs
• Bachelor of Arts (BA)

• Major/minor in Music
• audition required for  

select courses
• Bachelor of Arts (HONORS)

• Music 
• audition required for  

select course

• Bachelor of Music (BMUS) 
• audition required
• Routes: 

• General Route, 
• Performance (Piano, Organ, 

Voice, Strings And Harp, 
Wind And Percussion), 

• Composition And Sonic Arts)
• Bachelor of Music / Bachelor 

of Education (BMUS/BED) 
(Elementary or Secondary)

• audition required

FINE ARTS (CONTINUED)

CAREERS
MUSIC THERAPY

RADIO/TV/RECORDING INDUSTRY

MUSICIAN

Would you like to challenge yourself 
with independent study? Work 
closely with faculty mentors and 
connect with peers who have similar 
academic interests and passions? 
Gain research experience for 
graduate studies, or develop your 
writing and research skills for a 
professional career?

Honors is your answer! We foster a 
tight-knit community of academic-
minded undergraduate students 
who share ideas, collaborate, get 
mentorship from upper-year peers 
and access specialized support from 
department and faculty teams at 
every stage of their studies.

Consider honors the best way  
to dip your toe into the research 
process, develop connections with 
professors and other academics  
in your field, and get a feel for  
what graduate school will be like  
for you as you complete your 
undergraduate degree. If you’re 
interested in two different disciplines, 
consider a combined honors 
program. Programs are available  
in every department. 

Get ready for the most academically 
challenging and enriching 
undergraduate experience!

CERTIFICATES
Complement Your Degree
Certificate programs can be 
completed in conjunction with your 
degree, allowing you to enhance your 
understanding of particular topics. 
Level up your credentials to assist 
you when you enter the workforce  
or pursue graduate studies.

For detailed descriptions of  
these certificates, please visit:  
uab.ca/artscerts

• Community Engagement and 
Service-Learning

• Civil - Military Leadership
• Applied Social Science Research
• Archaeology
• Computer Game Development
• Economics and Management of 

Natural Resources, Energy, and 
the Environment

• Ethics
• European Studies
• Finance
• Globalization and Governance

• Innovation and Entrepreneurship
• International Learning
• Peace and Post-Conflict Studies
• Language Documentation and 

Revitalization
• Research Certificate in Arts 

(Psychology)
• Translation Studies (French, 

German, Spanish, Ukrainian, and 
Japanese available)

• World Sound Arts
• Sexuality Studies

STUDY HONORS
IN ARTS

OTHERS AREAS  
OF STUDY FOR  
ARTS STUDENTS

• ARTS & CULTURAL 
MANAGEMENT*

• Minor available
* in conjunction with  
  MacEwan University

• BUSINESS 
• Minor available

• CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY
• Minor available

• MATH
• Major or minor or  

BA Honors available
• NATIVE STUDIES

• Minor available
• SCIENCES

• Minor available
• STATISTICS

• Minor available
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EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING 

OPPORTUNITIES 
ARTS WORK EXPERIENCE (AWE)
Arts Work Experience (AWE) gives our undergraduate students the opportunity 
to further develop and integrate the skills gained in the classroom with 
full-time, paid work experience positions. This program is open to Arts 
undergraduate students who have completed 30 to 105 units of course weight 
and have a minimum 2.3 GPA.

AWE is awesome:
• Receive Co-op designation  

on degree
• Apply the skills you learn at 

university in a workplace setting
• Gain invaluable experience and 

contacts in your future profession
• Develop interpersonal and 

professional skills

• Explore and evaluate future 
employment opportunities

• Earn an income!
• Bring a hands-on perspective  

to your studies
• Maintain your full-time student 

status for scholarship and loan 
repayment

COMMUNITY SERVICE-LEARNING (CSL)
What is CSL?
Learning comes alive by connecting 
academic coursework to community-
based experiences. Students bring 
their time and talents to community 
organizations as part of their studies, 
challenging them to learn in fresh 
new ways and explore relationships 
between theory and practice.
 uab.ca/csl 

How Does CSL Work?
CSL is integrated into a course 
through an ongoing, collaborative 
process. Community partners 
describe their volunteer and research 
needs to us, and instructors design 
their course projects and goals 
to integrate these community-
based experiences into the course 
curriculum for students.

What are the Benefits of CSL?
There are so many! Students 
develop personal, critical thinking 
and problem solving skills while 
enhancing their communication, 
collaboration and leadership. They 
will increase understanding of course 
material and learn to apply course 
material to new situations, gain 
hands-on experience in the not-for-
profit sector and dive deeper into 
social issues and their root causes.

STUDY ABROAD
Learn Chinese in Harbin. Be a policy 
intern in Washington, D.C. Get your  
hands dirty on a dig in Greece. Give 
your design skills a try in Berlin.  
Test out your French skills in France. 
Escape winter for a year and go  
to Australia for a semester!

If you can dream it, there’s a good 
chance we have a study abroad 
program to make it happen. We 
have agreements with universities 
worldwide, as well as our school in 
Cortona, Italy, to offer you countless 
global-level opportunities.

The Faculty of Arts Work Experience Co-op Program is accredited by  
Co-operative Education and Work-Integrated Learning Canada (CEWIL).  
This accreditation demonstrates the faculty’s commitment to upholding  
the recognized standards for co-operative education experiences across  
the country by providing positive and enriching experiences for students  
and employers.

Have a Question?  Please contact:  artsworkexperience@ualberta.ca 

More than 2/3 of our 
study abroad students 
receive funding to help 
them study abroad!

Students can now study at 
Cortona in their FIRST year!  
 uab.ca/cortona 
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TRANSFER REQUIREMENTS

Applicants must present a competitive admission average, and the 
required matriculation courses depending on the desired Major/Minor.
uab.ca/programs

REGISTER & PREPARE FOR YOUR ARTS EXPERIENCE

uab.ca/beartracks
Choose and register for your courses on Bear Tracks and get ready  
for the journey to begin.

APPLY FOR SCHOLARSHIPS & FINANCIAL AID

uab.ca/awards
More than $4 million in undergraduate scholarships and awards  
are available each year. 

ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS
An Evolving BA Degree
We design our requirements to ensure we continue to offer one of the top  
BA degrees in Canada. Our liberal Bachelor of Arts degree is flexible and 
student-focused, giving students countless options in designing a program 
best suited to them. Students also have the ability to customize their degree  
by taking double majors, multiple minors and certificates.

JOIN THE FACULTY OF ARTS

Apply for Admission 
uab.ca/apply
Find out the specific requirements for the program you wish to enter  
and complete your online application form.

HIGH SCHOOL REQUIREMENTS (BA)

• 5 academic grade 12 subjects (1 must be English)
• The remaining 4 can come from the following 30 level courses: 

science, biology, chemistry, physics, languages other than english, 
math, social studies and a maximum of 1 fine arts subject.

• PLUS competitive admission average

READY, SET, APPLY!READY, SET, APPLY!

View admission requirement trends: uab.ca/averages

October 1
Fall 2024 applications open 

March 1
Fall 2024 admission  
application deadline  
uab.ca/apply

August 1
Deadline to submit  
admission documents

IMPORTANT  
DEADLINES
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Faculty of Arts 
1-17 Humanities Centre
Edmonton, AB  T6G 2E5

FOLLOW US

 UofAArts

 UAlbertaArts

 ualbertaarts

ASK US
You’ve got questions,  
and we’ve got advisors.  
arts.recruiting@ualberta.ca

uab.ca/advising

VISIT
Explore the U of A campus 
and meet current students.  
uab.ca/visit

uab.ca/arts

FIND YOUR 
PURPOSE


